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Radiant.Earth drives new technology innovation and application to support the global
development community. Through proactive partnership, we bring key government data
sets presently undiscoverable via the internet to an open environment on the Radiant.
Earth Platform. Most importantly, we empower our key customers, in their mission to
drive positive change, to solve some of societies’ most difficult problems.

Earth Imagery for Impact
We are immensely proud of the goals that we
have achieved these last twelve months. In
this report, we focus on the lessons learned
and highlight our accomplishments for 2017.
Radiant.Earth officially launched in February
during the Thought Leaders’ Summit in Seattle,
WA. In attendance were 113 experts representing users, data providers, funders, and
open source technologists who helped us explore how to best advance the use of geospatial technologies to support the global development community (GDC). Since the launch,
it has become increasingly clear that creating
a strong, flexible, and impactful organization
supporting global and long-term growth is of
utmost importance.
Indeed, almost weekly, news stories break
about new Earth observation (EO) satellite
capabilities, analysis tools, and artificial intelligence. These new developments are influencing how we examine the changing world, as
well as the pace and precision with which we
respond to it.

sensing data?
• What are the compelling and impactful use
cases? What makes them impactful?
These questions drive Radiant.Earth’s vision
and mission, and are pivotal in defining the
three overarching services that we provide:
First, we aggregate the world’s open Earth
imagery, and provide access through an open
technology platform that helps people discover
and analyze the vast resources of imagery.
Second, we provide education on the use of
Earth observation for the GDC. We focus on
building a vibrant community of global users of
various sophistication levels through use cases,
thought leadership, collaboration, market information and education.
Third, we provide geospatial mapping and
analytics planning for non-profit organizations
that lack the skills to incorporate EO data and
tools in their workflow.
We look forward to what 2018 has in store!

These new capabilities also raise several
questions for the GDC:
• How does the influx of Earth imagery impact
the GDC?
• How can the GDC nurture and advance a
growing and inclusive community of geospatial
professionals?
• What are the best strategies for encouraging innovation and expanding the knowledge
base to influence the developing world’s most
significant social, economic and environmental
challenges?
• What are the best practices for using remote

Anne Hale Miglarese
Founder & CEO

VISION
Open Geospatial Data for
Positive Impact

MISSION
Connecting people globally
to Earth imagery, geospatial
data, tools and knowledge to
meet the world’s most critical
challenges.

SERVICES
Open Technology Platform
Community Development
Consultancy
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In pursuing the creation of this impactful and thriving organization supporting the launch
of new technology solutions to expand the use of EO imagery, data and tools all to the
Global Development Community, much has been learned in 2017.

Lessons Learned
LESSON 1 - Engagement with and acceptance by key GDC players and broad capacity
development activity is as important as successful technology deployment.
STRATEGY:
Maintain balance between technology and
community/ capacity development as one will
not happen without the other.
LESSON 2 - “Open,” “neutral,” and “innovative”
are concepts that we must continue to communicate and define across the community.
STRATEGY:
Elevate these terms in displaying Radiant.
Earth’s unique role and offering;
Enlist third-party thought leaders to provide
content on these concepts.
LESSON 3 - This is a very competitive space,
occupied by several major players.
STRATEGY:
Continue to focus on cooperation as a centerpiece in all that we do. Collaborate with commercial entities by highlighting their strengths
and conducting joint activities where appropriate.

LESSON 5 - The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and Omidyar Network provide precious
credibility and opportunity for this young organization.
STRATEGY:
Diversify our funding base by attracting additional top tier foundation support and aggressively pursue other competitive funding opportunities where there is mission alignment.

LESSON 4 - Our target audience is very
diverse, composed of highly-sophisticated
users, developers and providers coupled with
first time users and others only vaguely familiar with these technologies.
STRATEGY:
Implement and direct a broad and inclusive
communications strategy that touches all
segments of the community while exerting our
greatest effort with those on the lower end of
the skills continuum.

LESSON 6 - Focus.
STRATEGY:
Execute on thought leaders’ communication.
Add senior experts in Global Health and Agriculture. Develop our capacity development
strategy and resource it. Successfully deploy
block chain and expose commercial imagery. Transition Platform out of Azavea AWS
environment. Build the open science remote
sensing community via the machine learning
activities. Obtain the Key Hole Data.
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Governance

Board Members Top, L-R: Anne
Hale Miglarese, Jerry Johnston,
and Margie Sullivan.
Bottom, L-R: Sanjay Kumar and
Peter Rabley.

Key Outcomes
• Established governance documents, procedures, policies and 501 (C) 3 Status
• Conducted four Board of Directors meetings.
• Established a five-person Board of internationally-respected geospatial and GDC leaders
• Issued a clean audit

Key Personnel
• Secured key personnel CTO (Dan Lopez), Engagement Officer (Anthony Burn), Marketing
& Communications (Louisa Nakanuku-Diggs), Snr. Geospatial Data Scientist (Hamed
Alemohammad)
• Hosted two Mandela Washington Fellows, Blockchain Fellow, Technical Fellow (Chris
Holmes) and several interns
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Partnerships

Key Outcomes
• Convened the Open Imagery Network
Summit in February 2017, which included
more than 110 GDC and geospatial
representatives, to establish dialogue and
cooperation with the broad community

• Awarded International Partnership
Programme (IPP):~$900K over 3 years

• Signed 8 MoUs with non-profits, government
agencies, and commercial companies. MoUs
with leading data providers include ESA,
CSIRO, and VITO
• Presented at more than 12 conferences in 7
different countries.
• Supported Catholic Relief Services in
obtaining valuable GRID data for their bed net
distribution program
• Supported startup in obtaining $50K in AWS
Credits
• Supported Agriculture research project in
obtaining $100K in AWS Credits
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Community Development - Partnerships and Outreach in 2017
Key Focus
Positioning Radiant.Earth to best serve the Global Development Community through
leadership, partnerships, and engagement.

Sector
Government /
Intergovernmental

Non-profit

Commercial

Organization

Date Signed

United Nations Institute for Training and Research Operational Satellite Applications Programme
European Space Agency

May 31, 2017

Data61, Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)
The International Centre for
Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD)
New America, Future of Propery Rights Initiative
Code for Africa

August 23, 2017

Geospatial World Media

August 14, 2017

VITO

October 27, 2017

July 7, 2017

November 3, 2017
July 25, 2017
November 8, 2017
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Technology

Key Focus
Establishing the leading and most responsive
technology platform solution advancing
geospatial tools for the global development
community.

Key Outcomes
• Selected platform development contractors
• Launched V1 of Platform
• Reached more than 120 users
• Established repository for drone data
• Commissioned thought leadership columns
(drone, blockchain, market analysis)
• Will submit machine learning proposal to
the Schmidt Innovation Fund to advance land
cover and change identification
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Summary of Selected Radiant.Earth Use Cases

Problem

Solution

Organization:
Oxpeckers

© CITES

Satellite and
Seeking proof
drone imagery,
of illegal
and
data analysis —>
poaching in —>
to investigate and
Mozambique
identify problem
and South
areas.
Africa Kruger
Park border
crossing.

Organization:
Gates
Performance
monitoring of
sludge volume
in Senegal,
treated at
several plants
using satellite
imagery

Organization:
Gates

© GoogleEarth

Monitor
deforestation
in South East
Asia as the
Malaria vector
only lives in the
forests.

Develop proof of
concept analytical
model to evaluate
if we can estimate
volume using
—>
—>
open source EO
data and validate
using Gates
weekly data.

Impact /
Status
Create antipoaching buffer
zone to protect
elephants and
rhino’s from
gangs.
Status:
In progress

Improves time
and accuracy of
estimates.
Status:
In progress

Use Sentinel-1
Saves time as
SAR data
Malaria modeling
to detect
team can focus
deforestation.
their efforts on
High
%
of
cloudy
—>
—> regions prone to
days makes it
the disease.
hard to use multiStatus:
spectral satellite
In progress
data.
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Marketing

Key Focus
Presenting a public facing of Radiant.Earth
that is of the highest and most credible
quality as well as in service to the global
development community.

Key Outcomes
• Established Radiant.Earth Illuminate, which
includes more than 196 online courses
• Activated corporate brand, communications
strategy and tools (Radiant.Earth naming,
logo, website, press releases, articles)
• Implemented aggressive social media effort
raising Radiant.Earth visibility on a global
scale
• Created online thought leadership presence
(newsletter, Radiant.Earth Insights via
Medium.com)
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Financials
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Contact

Open

Neutral

Innovative

Radiant.Earth provides an
open technology platform to
help people discover the vast
resources of Earth imagery, data
sets, tools, and knowledge.

Radiant.Earth collaborates
with both public and private
organizations, and the non profits
and academic sectors. We also
work with tech- and non-tech
users around the world.

Radiant.Earth brings resources
together to provide a way for
people to convene and expand
the Earth observation market.
This includes creating standards
or to increase transparency.

Founded in 2016, Radiant.Earth is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization
with offices in Washington DC, and Oakland, CA.

